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General Purpose Patrol Dogs  |  Specialist Search and Detection Dogs

Specialist Security
Dog Services



Security dogs have been central to Ward Security’s solutions since it was 
founded over 20 years ago. Today, we are one of the largest, independent 
dog providers in the UK supplying both general purpose patrol dogs and 
specialist search and detection dogs to both the private and public sector.

Maintaining the highest  
professional standards

Our dog handling team is led by a 
former Metropolitan Police dog trainer 
and our professional dog handlers are 
all trained to the same high training 
standards.

All our dogs are licensed as per British
standards and many perform at levels
considerably higher than licensing 
standards.

We are a National Association of 
Security Dog Handlers (NASDU) 
accredited company and have the  
most NASDU accredited dogs and  
dog handler teams in the country.

Ward Security is accredited and audited
under the SIA Approved Contractor 
Scheme and only work in partnership 
with other ACS approved companies 
ensuring that our clients receive the 
best possible service.

Why choose a Ward security dog  
and handler team? 

Ward Security prides itself in 
professionally trained dog and handler
teams that are consistently performing 
above the standards outlined in British 
Standard 8517. Most deployments are 
within the public domain with our teams 
providing high visibility patrols, dealing 
with anti-social behaviour and criminal 
offences. Handlers are extensively 
trained in conflict resolution and report 
writing. They are supported by our 
24 hour national operations centre and 
out of hours supervision team.

All Ward Security handlers are 
provided with a livered vehicle that is 
fully equipped for the welfare of their 
dogs. Handlers are provided with all 
equipment and branded uniform to 
maintain a smart and professional 
appearance. We at Ward Security 
directly employ all of our handlers and 
as a result we have the largest number 
of PAYE operatives in the country.
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Canine Security
at the heart of your business

Key benefits of a dog...

  Highly effective visual deterrent

  Trained to be safe with public 
domain

  Additional protection for lone 
security officers

...and handler

  Highly trained in a specialist role

  Quick to evaluate situation and  
react accordingly

  Effective security management for 
sites with large footprints



Security Guarding
Our general purpose patrol dogs are used  
everywhere from parks and open spaces to sites  
with large footprints, like large shopping centres  
and areas where lone security officers maybe at risk.
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We have a large team of professional 
trained handlers and patrol dogs  
who are highly experienced in  
working in busy areas where a high 
degree of liaison is required with the 
general public. 

Our team often provide additional 
support to other security teams 
including businesses using in-house 
security officers or other businesses.  
We are always happy to integrate and 
work alongside other established teams.

We pride ourselves in having a friendly, 
approachable team who can provide 
both a reassuring presence to the public 
as well as a highly effective criminal 
deterrent.

Many of our units carry both a general 
purpose patrol dog and a search dog 
which provides clients with greater 
flexibility and an ability for our team to 
be responsive to ad hoc needs.

Canine Security is used by a variety of different businesses, 
large and small and across all types of sectors.  
Often canine security is used as a part of an integrated 
security solution as well as being a stand alone solution.

What businesses benefit
from Canine security?

Our general purpose patrol dogs 
and specialist search and detection 
dogs can be hired according to your 
business needs.

Parks and open spaces

Theatre Halls

Airports Ports

Stadiums and Exhibition Centres

Residential Developments

Shopping Centres

Commercial Premises / Datacentres

“WARD SECURITY’S 
GENERAL PATROL 

TEAM HAS ACHIEVED 
MORE ARRESTS THAN 

ANY OTHER DIVISION IN 
THE BUSINESS.”



Our Specialist 
Search Dog 
Services cover...

  Explosives
We provide highly trained licensed dog 
and handler teams to protect a wide 
range of premises. Teams are trained 
on real substances held under Home 
Office licences. Their presence delivers 
reassurance to the public considering 
the ever-increasing threat of terrorism.

  Cash
Our cash dogs can be deployed to 
detect large sums of cash that are 
proceeds of crime. These dogs can be 
utilised to search in a variety of locations 
for example business premises, private 
dwellings, and public areas. 

  Tobacco
Tobacco dogs perform an integral role 
against the fight against illegal tobacco.
Teams can be deployed with Trading 
Standards operatives. They are utilised 
in searching both commercial and 
private premises.
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Specialist Search Dogs
Our highly trained specialist search dog 
service provides an extra level of security 
for your premises.

Our search dogs are trained to the 
highest standards and regularly 
employed by the police to assist 
them with searches. Search dogs 
have excellent scenting capabilities, 
physical stamina and a high degree of 
intelligence.

At Ward Security we select our dogs 
when they are puppies or young adults
and train them over a period of years to 
become search dogs. Both our dog
handlers and their search dogs undergo 
extensive training, which is led by our
former police trainers and perform to the 
highest standards.

Mobility and the ability to conduct a task 
in any environment is where dogs come 
into their own. From searching people 
entering large venues, to carrying out 
searches on vehicles and property our 
dogs can be deployed across a wide 
range of sites.

  Drugs
We provide a drug dog 
service that can perform 
both pro-active (Searching 
buildings, areas, and vehicle) and 
passive (person screening) searching 
which provides clients options in 
preventing the misuse of drugs at their 
venues. The mere presence of the teams 
is a high visibility deterrent. Our dogs are 
trained using real substances held under 
a Home Office licence. 

“CROWDED PLACES  
AND THE THREAT FROM  
TERRORISM IS A BIG ISSUE  
FOR US. EXPLOSIVE DETECTION  
USING A DOG HANDLER IS A VERY  
VALUABLE SERVICE TO US BECAUSE IT’S 
SO RESPONSIVE AND VERY RELIABLE.” 

Philip Jones, Head of Security, 
Westfield Shopping Centre



Meet the Team...
Ali has led Ward’s dog team since 2011. 
Responsible for the recruitment and 
training all dog handlers and their dogs.

John’s training covers general purpose 
police dogs, explosive, drugs, cash and 
firearms dogs.

Lee has been with Ward since May 2007, 
initially as a GP patrol dog handler in the 
London Borough of Bromley.

Ali served with the City of London 
Police handling two general purpose 
dogs that were both firearms support 
trained and two explosive search dogs 
and he became an instructor in 1998.

He transferred to the Metropolitan police
where he became a full time instructor,
covering initial continuation and 
instructor courses and all aspects of 
police dog training. Before leaving 
the Police force he spent four years 
looking after the breeding and puppy 
development programme.

The success of this programme was
recognised by the Worshipful Company 
of Security Operatives. Ali is a NASDU 
certified trainer and sits on the National 
Committee.

He spent 11 years with the Corporation
of London before moving to the City of
London Police and then finally joining
Ward Security.

He is accredited by the Home Office
holding the NPCC training qualification.
In his role as Canine Training Manager
at Ward Security he is primarily involved 
with dog selection and training of 
detection and general purpose dogs.

He works with the dog handlers and 
their dogs from novice handlers through 
to experienced handlers providing 
continuation training and ensure 
consistency and that the team is kept 
up to date.

Lee progressed to the supervisor
in charge of the Bromley team, he
has also taken on the additional
skills of passive and proactive drug
detection and explosive search.

All five of his operational dogs
have been NASDU accredited. In
2017 Lee became the Operations
Manager in charge of the day to
day operation deployments of the
Canine team.
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“A DOG IS A GREAT  
CONVERSATION STARTER
AND PEOPLE ARE 
REASSURED BY SEEING  
US GOING ABOUT OUR  
DAILY PATROLS. “
Ali Todd

“SECURITY DOG  
HANDLING IS MUCH 
MORE THAN A JOB, IT IS A 
VOCATION. IT IS ALSO AN
EXTREMELY REWARDING 
CAREER.“
John Nicolls

“NO TWO DAYS ARE  
THE SAME DUE TO THE 
EXACTING DEMANDS  
OF THE SECURITY 
INDUSTRY.“
Lee Chapman

Ali Todd
Director of Canine Team

Experience
Former Police Dog Instructor, 
9 years experience training 
police dogs and working with 
dog handlers.

John Nicolls
Canine Training Manager

Experience
Former City of London Police 
dog handler and trainer.
27 years experience training 
dogs and working with dog 
handlers.

Lee Chapman
Operations Manager of
Canine Team

Experience
13 years operational dog handling 
experience, handling both patrol & 
specialist search dogs. 6 years
supervising and managing dog 
handling teams.



“I feel very fortunate to 
have a role that challenges  
me and offers lots of variety from  
one day to the next. 

I have worked as a dog handler for Ward Security for  
14 years and have worked with 4 dogs in that time.  
I attend dog training regularly which really helped to develop  
my knowledge, confidence and ability when dealing with a  
variety of situations from crowd control at firework displays  
to patrolling with the police around green spaces. 

I feel fortunate to be able to patrol parks and green spaces as 
part of my role and the sense of freedom that brings. I also get 
a feeling of pride from knowing that I play an important role in 
keeping these areas safe for members of the public to enjoy.” 

Dennis Waterman

Serving the people of Bromley for over 16 years
Park patrolling is a growing area where local authorities
are using private security firms and in particular dogs.

Bromley Borough Council is a prime 
example using Ward Security dog 
handlers to provide a safe environment 
for its residents in all parks and 
open spaces. As the largest of the 
London Borough’s it has 156 parks 
and open spaces, 52 allotment sites, 
seven cemeteries and numerous 
sports pitches. As custodians of the 
parks, Ward Security dogs have been 
specially trained for the Council’s park 
requirements. 

There is often a common misconception 
about the suitability and safety of 
security dogs with the general public 
and in particular park patrolling. Given 
that the people mostly using these parks 
are law abiding citizens the selection 
of the dog is crucial to providing a 
community friendly service.

The dog’s temperament must be able 
to defend itself and its handler but also 
have the sociability and control to carry 
out the role with the public safety in 
mind. Integrating dog teams with the 
public is key to providing a safe and 
effective security service whether it is 
in a park, office building, at an event or 
when passive people searching.

Dogs were vital to bringing calm to the 
streets in Bromley in 2011 when the 
UK experienced thousands of people 
rioting and not least in several London 
Boroughs. Bromley Council was quick 
to respond to isolate mindless damage 
caused in the Borough’s high streets. 
The strategy was to call in the Ward 
Security team of security dog handlers 
to work alongside the police, reassure 
the public and be an important visible 
deterrent.

During the COVID-19 pandemic and 
lockdown the Ward Security dog team 
has been critical to providing a visible 
and reassuring presence to the local 
community. Working in partnership with 
the police to keep the peace during this 
difficult time. We are extremely proud 
that our dog team has received special 
Mayoral thanks for our services.
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“I have worked for Ward
Security for almost five years, 
I started as a general purpose patrol 
dog handler and have since licensed  
in two further disciplines, Explosive and  
Narcotic detection dogs. 

I have truly found the job of my dreams. 

I am extremely passionate in training and working a dog, I 
share this passion with many other within our team including 
our management and trainers. Being a dog handler has to 
be one of the most rewarding jobs out there! Getting to 
put the practice and training to use operationally and 
delivering results for your team is so satisfying.

Aaron Page-Baldwin

Caring for our dogs

Part of the family

Dog welfare is paramount at Ward. We own all our dogs, training puppies and young adults to become 
professional security dogs. All our dogs live with their handlers and their families in their homes.

We believe dog handling is a vocation 
much more than a simple 9am to 5pm 
job. Our security dogs go home with their 
handlers and live as part of their family.

This helps create strong bonds between 
the dogs and their handlers and makes 
the dog handling relationship extremely 
effective. Every dog need is taken care 
of by Ward Security including equipment, 
veterinary care, kennelling if needed  
when handlers are on leave.

All nutritional needs are met by  
the company by the assistance of  
Royal Canin.

Our dogs retire into the family 
environment where they continue to be a 
much loved pet.

The handler is issued with a puppy or a 
young adult which is developed alongside 
the experienced dog before the older
dog takes a well earned rest from work.

“Being a dog handler is something I’ve always wanted to do;  
working alongside your best friend, what’s not to love?

Dog handling has changed me as a person. It’s given me confidence 
in ways I never thought it could, it’s allowed me to grow as a person, 
highlighting my strengths and weaknesses, as well as making me more 
adaptable. There are always new things to learn, people to meet and 
avenues you can explore, the opportunities I believe are endless! 

It’s a pleasure to be a dog handler and I have embraced every minute of it.  
I love the quote ‘choose yourself a job that you love and you’ll never have 
to work a day in your life’ and this is why dog handling is a career for me. “

Jess Green
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“Working with 
my best friend, 

can’t ask for 
much more.”

Sam Kemp



Our training services
Experts in providing intelligent security solutions  
to fit every business need.

Our training courses are designed to teach  
dog handlers the necessary skills and 
knowledge to carry out both general purpose 
patrols and specialist detection dog roles.

All our dog handling training courses 
are NASDU accredited and provide
the technical knowledge and practical 
experience to allow you to become a 
professional dog and handler team.
 
Courses are a combination of classroom 
based and practical. 

All successful dog and handler 
candidates will be HABC accredited to 
NASDU levels.

  General Purpose Dog Handler

  Explosive Detection Dog Handler

  Drugs Detection (Passive/
Proactive) Dog Handler

  Tobacco Detection Dog Handler

  Cash Detection Dog Handler

  People Detection Dog Handler

We also provide

  Continuation training in all of the 
above disciplines.

  Licensing and annual accreditation 
in search and general purpose

  Instructor training

Our security services

Response
Keyholding, alarm call outs, lock 
ups and open ups, site patrols.

National Operations Centre
Providing 24/7, 365 days of  

the year surveillance and  
critical incident management  

for your business.

Security Officers
Experienced, SIA licensed

officers for a wide range  
of commercial sites  

and situations.

Vacant Property and 
Temporary Security

Monitoring services for  
empty buildings and sites.

Premier Property Services
Dedicated front of house 

services, reception and 
management to complement 

your business.

Specialist Search Dogs
Explosive and narcotic 
search dogs for large 
venues, vehicle and 
premises searches.

Security Consultancy
Audits, risk assessments, advice 
and design-build-implement 
solutions.

CCTV Remote Monitoring Solutions
Provision of the latest high tech CCTV  
and Intruder Detection Systems.

General Purpose Patrol Dogs
Highly visible, deterrents,  
safe with the public,
hard on criminals.
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We offer initial training in the following courses:
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London Office
12 Appold Street

London EC2A 2AW

Telephone: 0845 872 1330

Kent Office
Fitted Rigging House

The Historic Dockyard
Chatham

Kent ME4 4TZ

Telephone: 0845 847 6180

Email: info@ward-security.co.uk




